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Abstract
Isotope shifts and hyperne structures of the
205;206;208;210;210m;212;213
Bi isotopes
have been studied on the 306.7nm line using gas cell laser spectroscopy. The neutron{
rich isotopes are the rst isotones of Pb to be measured immediately above the
N=126 shell closure. The ground state quadrupole moments of the even{N isotopes
increase as neutrons are added or removed from the N=126 shell, but no corre-
sponding increase is observed in the charge radii.
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Isotope shifts and nuclear ground state moments have been measured for bismuth
isotopes across the N=126 shell closure. This is the rst time that isotope shifts of a neigh-
bour of a closed proton shell isotope chain (in this case, the
82
Pb chain) have been mea-
sured across a neutron shell closure. A careful comparison with the Pb isotones sheds new
light on the way the Bi nuclear charge distributions produce their quadrupole moments.
Information on the charge distribution is provided both by the spectroscopic quadrupole
moment Q
s
and by the isotope shift which depends on the change in the mean square
charge (msc) radius hr
2
i between two isotopes. A common approximation to describe




















is the msc radius of the
spherical nucleus. In most isotope chains, a small deformation{component in the msc ra-




as neutrons are added or
removed. In the case of the bismuth isotopes, a much greater sensitivity to deformation
eects is obtained by comparing relative changes in hr
2
i with the neighbouring (spher-
ical) lead isotopes. In this way it is possible to demonstrate that the quadrupole core
polarization by the h
9=2
proton does not produce any corresponding increase in charge
radii.
The quadrupole moment systematics of non{collective states in the vicinity of the
doubly{magic nucleus
208
Pb have been interpreted as single{particle alignments which
induce additional core deformations [1, 2]. The core stiness is reduced as neutrons are
removed from the N=126 major shell and systematic quadrupole moment enhancements
are seen in a range of prolate and oblate nuclear congurations [1, 3]. The work reported
here on the neutron{rich bismuth isotopes, coupled with previous results for the neutron{
decient isotopes [4] show that the concept of a simple core shape change is inconsistent
with the measured msc radii. Such shapes would give rise to a change in msc radius
outside experimental tolerance. In contrast however, the spherical shell model can give a
reasonable account of the quadrupole moments and qualitatively explain the absence of
any eect on the radii.
The A=205, 206, 208, 210, 210m, 212 and 213 bismuth isotopes were measured at the
ISOLDE facility at CERN using the technique of resonant laser uorescence spectroscopy
of atoms in an inert buer gas; a technique which has been described by Sprouse et al [5].
This work represents the rst laser spectroscopic measurements of the A=210, 210m, 212
and 213 isotopes that lie beyond the N=126 shell closure.
The radioisotopes were produced by proton spallation of uranium and thorium tar-
gets at a beam energy of 1GeV. Samples of the A=205, 206, 212 and 213 bismuth isotopes
were obtained as the granddaughters in the decay chains of francium isotopes produced
from a uranium target with a thermal ion source and tungsten surface ioniser. Samples
of the A=208, 210 and 210m isotopes were produced by the spallation of thorium targets
and extracted using a hot plasma{discharge ion source. In both cases the radioisotopes
were implanted in separate on{line collections in 300g cm
 2
lead coatings on tantalum




atoms. The implanted foils were
incorporated in a thermal oven which was inserted into a gas cell. The cell was evac-
1
uated and lled with typically 9 Torr of argon. The radioactive bismuth samples were
released as free atoms by electrical heating of the foils to evaporate the thin lead coat-
ings o the tantalum. Laser spectroscopy was performed during the slow diusion of the
bismuth atoms through the cell, as described in refs [4, 6]. The atoms were excited by








transition at 306.7nm. Resonance









excited state. The experimental background was mostly due to the radioactivity of the
samples but included some light from the hot foil. A typical spectrum is shown in gure
1. The frequency calibration for this spectrum was attained from the monitoring of the
fundamental laser frequency's transmission through a 1.5GHz FSR etalon recorded during
the experimental scan.
Hyperne coecients were extracted from complete ts to the observed structure.
Absolute frequency positions were determined relative to components arising from stable
209
Bi. The appearance of
209
Bi in each spectrum was controlled by the careful selection of




atoms of the stable isotope. The extracted isotope shifts, hyperne factors and moments
are presented in table 1. The magnetic moments of the radioactive bismuth isotopes were
deduced by scaling from the known
209
Bi moment assuming no hyperne anomaly. A
value of 4.1106(2)
N
[7] was taken for the magnetic moment of
209
Bi. The spectroscopic
quadrupole moments were determined in a similar fashion using Q
s
(209) = {0.370(26)b,
the weighted average of two muonic X-ray experiments [7]. The magnetic moment for
206
Bi is signicantly dierent from an earlier, apparently erroneous measurement [8]. The
new magnetic moment systematics will be discussed in a fuller report of this work [9].




i, derived from the new Bi measure-







as a function of neutron number to illustrate the trends in nuclear
quadrupole polarization, gure 2 shows the relative quadrupole moments of these bismuth











valence proton congurations of At (the original data for
these systems may be found in ref [1]). Figure 3 shows the relative isotope shifts for the
Bi (this work and ref [6]), Rn [10], Fr [11] and Ra [12] isotope chains compared to those
of Pb [13], normalising to the N=124, 126 pair (
124;126
=+1) which has been measured
in all chains.
The quadrupole moments for all isotope chains shown in gure 2 progressively in-
crease with distance from the N=126 shell closure. The absolute increase is proportional
to the moment at N=126 for a particular proton conguration. These nuclei, by virtue
of their close proximity to the doubly magic shell closure, lend themselves to particle +
core descriptions and the enhancements observed in the quadrupole moments have been
attributed to a polarization of the core, the stiness of which seems to depend on the
neutron number alone [1, 4]. An analysis of the isotope shifts can show whether this
core polarization also aects the charge radii. The isotope shift is the dierence in the
frequency of a particular atomic transition in two isotopes. In heavy elements it is dom-
inated by the eld shift which is directly proportional to the change in the nuclear msc





[14]. The relative isotope shifts shown in gure





changes in this region.
2
Despite an extreme sensitivity to nuclear shape changes [4, 6, 15, 16] the relative radii
in the Bi and Pb chains show very close correspondence across the N=126 shell closure.
In the particular case of the even{N Bi isotopes the average charge distributions show no
discernible dierence in relative size compared to their lead isotones.
Ground state quadrupole moments of the odd Pb isotopes [13] show no evidence
of any developing core deformation. In the comparison of relative charge radii or isotope
shifts (gure 3) any dierence in the onset of deformation between the Pb chain and a
neighbouring isotone system would result in a visible change in the course of the system's
relative charge radii (with the more deformed system's data points lying upwardly shifted
from those of Pb). Such deformation changes are apparent in gure 3 for the light radons
and heavy radon, francium and radium isotopes. The sensitivity of such comparisons
to changes in static deformation can be estimated using the
203
Rn data as this is the
rst isotope to display clear departure and a sizeable quadrupole moment. The collective
model can be invoked to relate the spectroscopic quadrupole moment, Q
s
, to an intrinsic
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is conventionally taken to be the liquid
drop radius, 1.2 A
1=3
fm). In this limit, a core deformation of 
2
' +0.06 is deduced
for
203
Rn, once the small neutron single particle contribution has been subtracted. This
deformation would produce an upward shift of the
203
Rn msc radius above Pb of +0.043
fm
2
(using equation 1) or +0.4 in the normalized units of gure 3. The observed deviation
is approximately twice this estimate which suggests that dynamic eects or higher order
deformations may also be contributing. There is no obvious inconsistency in applying a
similar analysis to the neutron{rich Rn and Ra isotopes, although lack of quadrupole
moment data and the additional eects of octupole deformations in this region preclude




Bi collective estimates of static




 {0.03. The increase in msc
radius this deformation would cause (equation 1) would be detectable in gure 3 and is
incompatible with the almost perfect correspondence observed between the Pb and Bi
radii.
Two essentially dierent nuclear models have been previously used in the study of
quadrupole moments of aligned systems in the Pb{region. The rst, a deformed inde-
pendent particle model [17, 18, 19], utilizes a static core deformation and a Nilsson{type
potential. Although this model has been successfully applied to the theoretical study
of high spin isomers in the Pb region and has proved adequately capable of describing
general features and electromagnetic properties (such as quadrupole moments) it predicts
increases in msc radii that are not observed in the Bi isotopes. An alternative, the spherical
shell model, requires no intrinsic core deformation. Relatively large quadrupole moments
can be produced by the shell model if sucient core polarization charges are present.
Such modelling has been performed by Sagawa et al. [20] to calculate the quadrupole
moments of the N=126 high spin isomers. Core polarization charges induced by single
particle states coupling to giant resonances were sucient to reproduce the observed Q
s
3
without any intrinsic core deformation. The quadrupole moments of the even{N bismuth
ground states studied in this work are compared to a shell model calculation in table
2. The moments were calculated with the PBPOP interaction [21] restricting the proton
to the h
9=2
















=+0.9e. Despite the necessary restrictions on the model space, the
results are in good agreement with experiment.
A property of the spherical harmonic oscillator shell model of relevance here is that
all states of the nucleus have similar rms charge and matter radii irrespective of the
quadrupole moments, provided the only active orbits are from the same oscillator shell.
An accurate illustration of the independence of the charge radius from the quadrupole
moment for nuclei close to the shell closure is given by the
210
Bi ground state and isomer
results in table 1. The isomer shift between the I=1 ground state and I=9 isomer is
zero within experimental errors. However the spectroscopic quadrupole moments of the




(I=9). In a shell model framework,




), and a relationship
between their shell model quadrupole moments can be readily formed. Using standard jj









which in comparison to the experimental ratio, {0.29(3), clearly demonstrates the de-
scriptive power of such modelling. The two systems may be viewed as almost identical
except for the orbit orientations. The reorientation of the valence orbitals from equatorial
to polar paths gives rise to a change in quadrupole moment but no change in msc radius
and no isomer shift.
The shell model is therefore able to account for the quadrupole moment systematics
in the bismuth isotopes and qualitatively explain the absence of any deformation eect in
the charge radii. The radii would be expected to show an eect only when particle-hole
excitations became signicant, leading to an increase in the occupation of orbits with
larger rms radius.
A full shell model treatment of nuclear electromagnetic properties close to
208
Pb is
a formidable task. Such modelling in the Pb chain [13] produced reasonable results for
even{even Pb isotopes but wholly failed to reproduce the observed odd{even staggering
of the charge radii seen in gure 3 (although some odd{even variation was produced by
the calculations). The magnitude of the experimental odd{even staggering in the isotope
chains discussed above is actually greater than the shifts evaluated for strongly coupled
core deformations. A proper description of the core polarization inuence on charge radii
will not be possible until the mechanisms controlling the odd{even staggering are ade-
quately understood.
The authors would like to thank Professor Alex Brown for helpful advice and per-
forming the shell model calculations.
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) Isotope Shift  Q
and Spin[23] MHz MHz MHz MHz 
N
barns
202, I=5y {405(10) {592(48) 4590(14) {10267(58) 4.259(14) {0.720(77)
203, I=9/2 {433(6) {549(40) 4810(15) {8303(54) 4.017(13) {0.667(68)
204, I=6 {332(32) {400(120) 3881(13) {7681(85) 4.322(15) {0.49(15)
205, I=9/2 {437.0(1.0) {481(10) 4867(6) {5632(21) 4.065(7) {0.585(43)
206, I=6 {356.1(1.5) {318(20) 3916(6) {4926(23) 4.361(8) {0.387(36)





























210m, I=9 {147(6) {387(40) 1633(25) 2463(42) 2.728(42) {0.471(59)
212, I=1 {156(19) 80(225) 1727(207) 7761(104) 0.321(38) +0.10(28)
213, I=9/2 {339.3(1.8) {491(25) 4449(7) 10507(24) 3.716(7) {0.597(52)
Table 1: Hyperne coupling parameters extracted for the studied bismuth isotopes. All
results taken from this work and that of Ref. [4] except [a] Ref. [21], [b] Refs. [21,22], [c]













Table 2: Experimental and shell model predictions [19] of the ground state quadrupole
moment of the even{N Bi isotopes.
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Figure 1: A spectrum of a
213
Bi sample in the presence of stable
209
Bi contamination.
The position of hyperne components associated with each isotope is as labelled. A full
multi{component Voigt prole t to the data is also shown.
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, of even{N bismuth ground states
and high spin isomers in the region above Z=82.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the Pb, Bi, Rn, Fr and Ra relative isotope shifts with each chain
normalized to IS(N=124,N
0
=126) =1.
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